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1. INTRODUCTION
In the last decade the desire to increase the off-road navigation
capabilities of UGVs has led to an increasing number of research
activities in the field of autonomous terrain assessment. Planetary1
rovers are a particularly challenging type of UGVs designed to
operate at interplanetary distances from ground control in hostile
environmental conditions and without maintenance. Furthermore,
they need to traverse long distances on uncharted natural terrain
with a minimum of human intervention. The primary objective of
most planetary exploration missions is scientific and therefore
most engineering efforts, such as improving the autonomy level of
the rovers, are focussed on increasing the mission’s scientific
return. Higher autonomy enables the robot to traverse longer
distances per planetary day, thus reducing the dependency on
ground control. Due to interplanetary distances, bandwidth and
availability of transmission, such a dependency represents the
performance bottleneck of the mission. In order to navigate au-
tonomously, planetary robots need to assess the nearby terrain,
avoiding obstacles and other hazards such as excessive tilt and
roughness. Ideally, they should also steer preemptively away from
undesirable areas, favouring kinematically and dynamically feasi-
ble paths through safer soils. The knowledge of certain terrain
properties can also be used to correct trajectory deviations and
increase the stability of the rover, applying techniques such as slip
compensation (e.g. [1]) or traction control (e.g. [2]). In the near
future, planetary rovers are expected to be able to assess the
scientific interest of different geological formations, extending the
navigation aspects of terrain assessment to mission planning and
scientific data selection and labelling.
Although a relatively new field, autonomous terrain assess-
ment has been studied and applied to a variety different robotic
platforms (e.g. terrestrial UGVs, planetary rovers and landers)
and applications (e.g. hazard avoidance, soil properties estima-
tion, automated detection of scientifically interesting forma-
tions). This paper aims to present a comprehensive and organ-
ised overview of the field, its main techniques, architectures
and applications, focusing on planetary platforms and relevant
terrestrial UGVs. Such a review can potentially benefit both
newcomers and practitioners in the field. It is worth mentioning
that many techniques proposed for planetary rovers are tested
on standard terrestrial research vehicles such as Learning Ap-
plied to Ground Robots (LAGR) [3].
Figure 1 illustrates a functional configuration proposed for
autonomous planetary robots, which incorporates a terrain as-
sessment module that can combine multiple features (i.e. ge-
ometry, appearance, terramechanic parameters and scientific
interest index) in a decentralised fashion. These features are
extracted by a set of specialised blocks derived from existing
techniques and can be extended to accommodate new approaches
and sensors. Geometric approaches rely on the construction
and post processing of a local digital elevation map (DEM) to
generate and maintain a discrete traversability map (TMap),
which reflects how safe is to move over different sections of the
terrain. The appearance (e.g. texture, color) of different terrain
patches can provide important clues to analyse the terrain. This
is particularly relevant at long distances beyond the stereo
range. In general, different sensors and analysis algorithms
provide complementary information that can be fused to gener-
ate more robust TMaps. Furthermore, mappings from different
sensor cues at different ranges can be learnt in order to generate
TMaps beyond the stereo range. Once the TMap is available,
the path planning module tries to generate a path that optimises
criteria such as safety and proximity to the target location. This
terrain assessment configuration can be generically applied to
planetary explorers and lander platforms.
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1. In this paper, the adjective planetary when combined with missions,
terrain, vehicles, robots or spacecrafts does indistinctively refer to
actual planets such as Mars or satellites such as the Moon.
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section
2 reviews various sensing techniques for terrain assessment.
Section 3 describes the four analysis blocks introduced in Fig.
1 concentrating on data processing techniques for individual
sensors. Section 4 reviews multi-sensory data fusion techniques
to obtain more robust assessment of the nearby terrain. Section
5 reviews learning techniques to estimate terrain properties of
remote areas. Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. SENSING THE TERRAIN
Both exteroceptive and proprioceptive sensors are useful for
assessing the terrain. Cameras (monocular or stereo) are the
most common exteroceptive sensors used for terrain assess-
ment, followed by lidars, which are often proposed in terres-
trial applications. Motor encoders and other proprioceptive
sensors such as vibration sensors, current sensors and contact
sensors provide indirect information about the terrain.
In order to obtain a terrain model, the sensors sample the
environment (possibly at different ranges) and relevant features
are extracted. The type and accuracy of the generated model
depends on factors such as the environment characteristics, the
application, and the very importantly the robot hardware plat-
form. Planetary robotic systems are subject to severe limita-
tions in processing power and storage, which clearly constrains
the nature and performance of the terrain analysis algorithms
that can be implemented. On the other hand, planetary soils can
be complex to navigate2, which combined with the hardware
constraints makes sensing and its processing a very challenging
task.
The most common terrain models are based on geometric
information, which is typically typically obtained by triangula-
tion (e.g stereo vision and structured light), ranging (e.g. lidars
and radars), and at very short distances contact and propriocep-
tive sensors. Ranging and contact methods provide direct geo-
metric information of the area within the sensors’ field-of-view.
Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) are inertial guidance sys-
tems typically built with 3-axis accelerometers and 3-axis an-
gular rate sensors, and can be found in water-, air- and
spacecrafts. The IMU system integrated in NASA’s MER rov-
ers is used for getting an instantaneous (unfiltered) vehicle
attitude estimate and localisation. The Tilt/Pitch/Roll of the
rover can be derived from this data, which can provide geomet-
ric information such as the terrain slope. Triangulation ap-
proaches on the other hand, require image processing (e.g.
rectification, feature detection and matching, etc.) in order to
infer the depth of the scene. The Mars Pathfinder rover
Sojourner, demonstrated the first use of autonomous stereo
triangulation on a planetary rover, based on the active projec-
tion of five laser stripes on the Martian soil [4]. With its modest
processing power, based around the 100 KHz Intel 80C85 CPU
with 512 KB of RAM and 176 KB of flash memory, Sojourner
could only extract 20 depth points per image, resulting in an
average rover traverse of about 3 meters per martian day (sol).
The MER rovers, in comparison, implement low-power pas-
sive stereo vision obtaining an average of 48,000 and 15,000
3D points for Opportunity and Spirit respectively. For terrain
assessment, Spirit uses the body-mounted 120-deg FOV
Hazcams, while Opportunity uses the mast-mounted 45-deg
FOV Navcams due to the fine-grained soil found at her landing
site, which require higher resolution [5]. The increase in com-
putational power between the two missions (MER rovers fea-
ture a radiation-hardened 20 MHz RAD6000 CPU with 128
MB of DRAM, 3 MB of EEPROM and 256 MB of flash
memory) made this performance leap possible as well as the
implementation of more advance vision and navigation tech-
niques such as visual odometry and slip compensation.
3. TERRAIN DATA ANALYSIS
As shown in Fig. 1, the terrain assessment begins with the
analysis of raw sensor data. The existing data processing meth-
Fig. 1  Functional configuration of a planetary
robot autonomous operation including terrain
assessment.
2. This is, of course, vehicle-dependent. For instance, in planetary
missions, a common measure of the navigation requirements of a
rover over a given terrain is the Mean Free Path (MFP). The MFP is
the expected straight line path distance that the vehicle can traverse
over this terrain before having to change its heading due to an
insurmountable obstacle. Clearly, the higher obstacle negotiation
capabilities a rover has, the higher the MFP is, for the same terrain.
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ods can be categorised in five groups: four operating on-board
in real-time, and one running off-line at ground control station
(see Table 1). This section provides a description of the rational
behind each group, together with a summary of the processing
methods employed.
mean height of adjacent cells. A histogram-based naive-Bayes
classifier is used for that purpose. The system is trained using
supervised learning.
In applications where terrain traversability needs to be in-
ferred, a simple rule is to assign the label non-traversable to a
terrain patch whose geometry suggest the presence of an obsta-
cle at that particular location. Hadsell et al. [10], in contrast,
classify geometric data into five classes namely superground,
ground, footline, obstacle and superobstacle. In order to in-
crease the robustness of their classification, they apply multi-
ground planes, moments (of the ground plane’s distance to the
points) filtering and obstacle’s footline identification. The classes
are two confidence levels for ground and obstacle, and footline.
The approach presented by Lalonde et al. [11] for off-road
terrestrial UGV navigation differ significantly from the meth-
ods previously described. In this approach uses the statistics of
the 3D point cloud extracted from a lidar to segment the terrain
TABLE 1:  Classification of Terrain Data Analysis Methods.
 Onboard Ground Control
 Geometric (3.1)
Analysis  Appearance (3.2) Semantic Mapping (3.5)
 Soil (3.3)
 Scientific Interest (3.4)
3.1 Geometric Analysis
The geometry of the terrain is revealed by processing the 3D
points cloud returned by the range sensors and can be used
exclusively or combined with other terrain features for infer-
ring various terrain properties.
3.1.1 Purely Geometric Analysis
Some mobile systems rely entirely on geometric information
for navigation. In these cases, a purely geometric analysis is
used for localising and quantifying geometric features and
hazards within a local DEM. These hazards are typically quan-
tified based on features such as the slope, roughness and height,
which could result in excessive tilt, excessive roughness or step
obstacle, respectively [5]. In order to facilitate the analysis, the
DEM is uniformly discretised in a grid (see Fig. 2), and each
cell is tested for hazards. GESTALT [6, 7] is a navigation
system for planetary rovers based exclusively on geometric
data analysis. GESTALT calculates geometric hazards based
on a DEM generated from densely correlated stereo images. As
depicted in Fig. 3, the slope of a small region (typically the size
of the rover and centered on each cell) is calculated by a least
square fit (plane fit) of the DEM points in this region, and its
roughness is defined as the residual of the best plane fit (sum of
square residuals). Obstacles are localised in regions where
variations in z (height) surpasses certain threshold value, which
is based on the particularities of the vehicle. That is, each rover
disc that has very high tilt, too high an overall residual (indicat-
ing that the underlying terrain is either very rough or not
planar), or deviations from the best fit plane (greater than a pre-
set obstacle height) cause the corresponding grid cell to be
marked as impassable. Less extreme deviations from a flat disc
result in a continuum of terrain “goodness” evaluations of
varying desirability [5]. GESTALT is implemented in both
MER rovers.
A similar geometric terrain analysis for path planning was
proposed by Ishigami et al. [8], where three indexes are calcu-
lated over a region Ri the size of the rover centered on each
node of the DEM. The indexes are terrain roughness, length
between nodes, and terrain inclination. The first one is calcu-
lated as the standard deviation of the terrain elevation over the
projection of Ri, while the last one is determined by the average
inclination of Ri in two axis (X, Y).
Bajracharya et al. [9] presented an approach for off-road
terrestrial UGV navigation, where the cells of the TMap are
binary classified as traversable or non-traversable, based only
on a set of geometric features, namely the number of points,
mean and variance of each cell, and the difference between the
Fig. 2  Geometry of the local grid-based traversability map used
by GESTALT (the rover is always located at the centre of map)
Fig.3  Terrain slope (α) and roughness calculation based on
geometric analysis. For simplicity, a terrain section parallel to the
X axis is presented. Grey circles are DEM points. (a) plane fit, (b)
actual terrain
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features into three classes: “scatter” for porous volumes (e.g.
grass, tree canopy), “linear” for thin objects (e.g. wires, tree
branches), and “surface” for solid objects (e.g. ground surface,
rocks, large obstacles). The feature extraction process is out-
lines next: 1) the data is divided into regions 2) for each region
Ri, the covariance matrix of its points is calculated and decom-
posed into its principal components ordered by increasing
eigenvalues ( 0 1 2λ λ λ≥ ≥ ). Based on these eigenvalues, three
saliency features are defined as 0=scatteredS λ  (when
0 1 2λ λ λ≈ ≈ ), 0 1= ( )linearS λ λ− 0e  (when 0 1 2λ λ λ≈? ), and
1 2= ( )surfaceS λ λ− 2e  (when 0 1 2λ λ λ≈ ? ), where ei represents
the eigenvector corresponding to the λi eigenvalue (see Fig. 4)
the saliency feature distribution is learned by fitting a gaussian
mixture module using the expectation maximization algorithm.
The training is done off-line using hand-labelled data, while
new data is classified on-line with a Bayesian classifier. This
method presents clear advantages in terrestrial navigation where
vegetation is present, since it can detect obstacles hidden under
scatter terrain (e.g. grass), and regard certain vegetation as
traversable, if no hidden obstacles are present. The algorithm is
implemented in a XUV [12].
3.1.2 Combined Analysis
Some terrain assessment approaches try to classify the different
types of terrain in the vicinity of the robot. In that cases, it is
common to gather geometric and non-geometric features from
different terrain patches, operating different classification and
data fusion techniques on them. An example of this approach
was presented by Brooks and Iagnemma in [13], where the
geometric features are combined with color and texture infor-
mation. The geometric features extracted from each terrain
patch (a cell of 20 x 20 cm in a grid) were represented as a 4-
element vector with components: slope, plane fit deviation
(roughness), height variance and height range (i.e. difference
between the highest and lowest points in the path), and used for
classification purposes.
Angelova et al. [14] presented a method for predicting the
slip of a terrain based on its appearance and geometry. The later
is represented by the longitudinal and lateral slopes of a par-
ticular terrain patch, which are the projection in the X and Y
axis of the slope (calculated by a linear fit to the average
elevation of the neighboring cells). These information is then
used to find a mapping between the geometry of a terrain patch
and its measured slip.
Planetary landing navigation is influenced by the geometry
of the terrain surrounding the landing site. Howard and Seraji
[15] proposed to obtain and update during the descent a DEM
of the landing site using active range sensors, such as lidars and
radars. The slope and roughness of different areas in the land-
ing site are calculated using the common approach of plane
fitting and residuals calculation. The data from a monocular
camera is used to obtain estimates of the terrain roughness.
Serrano and Seraji [16] combines a similar geometric approach
with image processing algorithms for obstacle detection ap-
plied to images obtained from a monocular camera.
Off-road terrestrial UGVs often combine geometric and non-
geometric data in their terrain assessment strategies. For instance,
Rasmussen presents in [17] a method for the binary classification
of the nearby terrain (as road, non-road), using geometric and
vision-based information. The rational is that vision alone may be
inadequate or unreliable in the presence of strong shadows, glare,
or poor weather, while road boundaries do not necessarily coin-
cide with 3D structures. The geometric data is extracted from a
lidar, and the features extracted are based on the mean height and
height variance from each region over two different scales.
3.2 Visual Appearance Analysis
Image cues can provide valuable information to complement
geometric methods in the analysis of a scene. Geometric infor-
mation may not be sufficient to optimally navigate a rover
through long distances, where a variety of terrain types is likely
to be encountered and preemptive planning based on long-
range data is desirable [9, 18].
3.2.1 Appearance only Terrain Classification
2D images are not only rich in information for terrain classifi-
cation, but are often the only sensory input available at long
ranges. The analysis of visual information (e.g. color, texture)
from small terrain patches often provides a good balance be-
tween sensor complexity and terrain classification accuracy.
Terrain traversability is addressed by Shirkhodaie et al. [19] as
a classification problem where statistical information extracted
from small image patches is combined with soft computing
inference techniques. They presented a comparative study of
the results obtained with three different classifiers based on 1)
heuristic rule-based terrain classifier (RBTC), 2) artificial neu-
ral networks (ANN), and 3) fuzzy logic reasoning (FL). Terrain
patches were classified into one of the following types: sandy,
rough, very rocky, rocky, impassable or uncertain. The RBTC
consisted of 10 crisp rules using contrast and entropy texture
values. The ANN classifier (based on a supervised Hamming
network) considered energy, contrast variance and image blob
size as texture features. The ANN was trained with 150 labelled
Martian terrain patches. The FL classifier was trained using the
same texture features. Based on the classification performed by
human experts of over 250 terrain patches, different member-
ship functions were manually designed and 135 fuzzy rules
were constructed. The results reported in this work suggests a
clear relation between the classifier complexity and its per-
formance, with over 98% success rate for the FL classifier,
followed by the NN approach with 93% and the RBTC per-
forming in some cases under 20%.
Fig. 4  Saliency features based
on the relation between
eigenvalues λ i. Circles
represent DEM points
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Howard and Seraji [20], proposed using an ANN classifier
to map terrain textures patches to a set of surface types. In order
to reduce the dimensionality of the problem, Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (PCA) was applied to image patches of 30 x 30
pixels, using the 30 most significant eigenvectors as image
features for training the ANN.
The significant intra-class variability in the appearance of
natural terrains poses an important challenge for terrain classi-
fication [21]. As a result, complex image processing and classi-
fication algorithms are continuously developed, but the process-
ing constrains of planetary robots often makes them unsuitable
for onboard execution. Based on the observation that not all
terrains require the same classifier complexity in order to be
discriminated, Angelova et al. [21] presented a hierarchical
approach where class descriptions are learned based on the
complexity of the classification task. In that way a sequence of
classifier (ordered by complexity) is applied to the terrain
image, starting from the simplest one (e.g. average color),
evaluating other more complex or costly ones only when the
classification error is not acceptable. The proposed method
makes three main assumptions: 1) the performance of each
classifier Ci (i.e. classification error ei) and the classification
time ti can be calculated; 2) the classifiers can be ordered by
complexity (i.e. decreasing ei), which is assumed to be corre-
lated with an increase in ti; 3) each Ci can classify a portion of
the data ri with high confidence, and the performance of a
subsequent (stronger) classifier does not depend on these ri
data. In order to estimate these parameters (i.e., ei, ti  and ri)
each individual classifier is run separately against training data,
measuring its performance prior to the optimization. The goal
is to learn the best classification (i.e. a subset of classifiers that
work in succession) so as to minimize the classification error,
while limiting the computational time to a predefined value.
For the particular case of terrain classification, Angelova et al.
obtained the following individual classifiers (ordered by ei):
average color (2D vector), color histogram (3D histogram) and
texton-based histogram. The classifier at each level of the
hierarchy is a decision tree performed in the feature space for
this particular level. A k-Nearest Neighbor classification is
used in the last stage. In order to take into account the variation
that texture resolution has with range, two independent classifi-
ers are trained, one for patches observed at close distances (≤ 3
m.) and another for the rest of the patches. The results reported
show that this hierarchical approach generates similar classifi-
cation performance than the best of the three classifiers alone,
but taking about one third of the computational time.
3.2.2 Combined Terrain Classification
Appearance-based terrain classification can be combined with
other techniques to provide a more robust estimation of terrain
properties. In [14], Angelova et al. used appearance informa-
tion to recognise a set of previously learnt terrain classes.
Following the texton-based texture recognition method pro-
posed by Varma et al. [22], 2D images are used for classifying
the terrain in each cell of a rover’s local map, by analysing
terrain patches corresponding to the back-projections of map
cells into the image plane. During training, different patches
are collected and 5 x 5 RGB color pixel regions (textons) are
extracted. Each texton is coded as a 75 element vector, and a
number of textons are collected for each class and range. Using
k-means clustering, 30 textons centres are found per class and
region. Repeating this for each class (6 in the reported experi-
ments), a final database of 180 textons per range is obtained,
where each texton is represented by a 75 element vector. Next,
the texton histogram of each training patch is calculated by
assigning to different 5 x 5 regions in the patch the closest (in a
Euclidean sense) texton in the dictionary. As a result, a texton
histogram dictionary containing a 180 bins histogram for each
training patch and range. Once the off-line training is com-
pleted, the on-line texture classification consists of taking a 2D
image, selecting different patches at different ranges, transform
each patch into a 180 bins histogram (as before), and finding
the closest one in the texton histogram dictionary. The closets
histogram is found by a k-Nearest Neighbor voting (k = 7),
where the distance is calculated using χ2 distance measure [23].
Using these results, each cell in the map is labelled based on a
winner-takes-all 4 x 4 cell neighborhood. The reported terrain
classification results include a 76% average success for a
12 x 12 m map, noting that most of the misclassifications
occurred at far range.
Bajracharya et al. [9] presented a method for mapping short-
range, stereo-based geometry to long-range visual appearance
data. The 2D visual features considered in this approach are 2D
normalised color histograms in the r-g space with 16 x 16 bins
generated from 33 x 33 pixel patches. Due to the uneven
distribution of data in this space, uneven bins containing the
same number of pixels are used.
Brooks and Iagnemma in [13] present a method for self-
supervised classification of terrain, which requires the classifi-
cation of remote terrain areas, based on geometrical and ap-
pearance data. The 2D visual features selected are: 1) HSV
Color, represented as a 4-element vector [sin(hue), cos(hue),
saturation, value]; 2) Wavelet-based texture information, with a
Haar wavelet decomposition of the gray scale image, at three
different scales (2,4, and 8 pixels). Visual features are fused
using a naive Bayes classifier, with the class likelihood for each
sensing mode estimated individually by a support vector ma-
chine (SVM).
While most appearance approaches use color and histogram
information as classification features, Hadsell et al. [10] use
learned features extracted from large image patches for training
a traversability classifier. The feature learning process is per-
formed off-line, using a deep belief network [24]. In order to be
able to classify terrain areas at different ranges and inclina-
tions, the selected image stripes are levelled with respect to the
horizon, and normalised with respect to scale and distance.
3.2.3 Terrain Properties Estimation
Visual appearance methods have also been proposed for esti-
mating terrain geometric properties. Howard and Seraji [20]
use 2D techniques to obtain terrain traversability factors such
as obstacles, terrain roughness, the horizon line and terrain
discontinuities. An artificial neural network (ANN) mapping
between correlated stereo image points of rocks on the horizon
line and the terrain slope is presented by Howard and Seraji
[20] and Tunstel et al. [25]. The ANN has four input nodes
corresponding to the image (x, y) pixel locations of the corre-
lated points in the two images and one output corresponding to
the terrain slope value. In the same work, an ANN is also used
to estimate the terrain’s traction coefficient based on 40 x 40
image patches.
Automated terrain assessment of spacecraft landing can also
benefit from camera image analysis. The images contain enough
information to make comparative estimations of different ter-
rain parameters. In [15] Howard and Seraji estimated the rough-
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ness of the terrain based on a variation of the Intensity Standard
Deviation (ISD) method first introduced by Cheng et al. [26].
In particular, for an image window w of N×M pixels, the
average pixel intensity Im and the standard deviation V is calcu-
lated as
2
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where Ii,j represents the intensity of the pixel located at coordi-
nates (I, j). Based on (1), large surface variations are associated
with larger values of V, thus V is higher in rougher terrains than
in very untextured (i.e. smoother) areas. Huertas et al. [27]
present a purely image-based set of algorithms to detect most
types of potentially fatal hazards, such as slope, roughness,
rocks and craters. Craters, for instance, are located by extract-
ing their rims (i.e. Canny edge detection and edge grouping),
fitting an ellipse to each edge group, and finally refining the
ellipses using the original intensity image. Rocks, on the other
hand, are detected in two steps, namely shadow detection (us-
ing either k-means or maximum entropy thresholding) and rock
modelling (based on the shape of the shadows). Rock heights
are a critical measurement for safe landing, thus, the goal of the
proposed algorithm is to derive a very good estimation of its
height together with a good estimation of its location, and a
reasonable approximation of its 2D horizontal cross-section.
Serrano et al. propose in [16] to use camera imagery at dis-
tances under 8 km to the ground, in order to identify craters and
rocks, following Huertas et al. image-based algorithms, com-
bining it with lidar and radar measurements.
3.3 Soil-based Analysis
Terrain traversability and rover performance analysis are inti-
mately related with basic terramechanic parameters such as soil
bearing capacity and maximum soil thrust. The plastic equilib-
rium model for soils is commonly used ([28, 29, 30]) to analyse
the forces and stresses produced by the interaction between the
robot chassis (e.g. wheels, legs, etc.) and the soil. The Mohr-
Coulomb’s shear failure criterium [31] shown in Equation (2) is
can be used for relating the shear strength of the soil τmax with
the corresponding compressive normal stress σ at the contact
area
= tanmax cτ σ φ+ (2)
where c is the soil cohesion and φ the internal friction angle.
These parameters have scientific and engineering relevance.
On one hand, a robot capable of performing in situ estimation
of these parameters could provide invaluable data for the char-
acterisation of extraterrestrial soil. On the other hand, robot-
terrain interaction analysis can be used in the robot’s mechani-
cal design to improve its mobility (e.g. grousers design) and to
implement online traction control and slip compensation. Since
c and f play an essential role in the calculation of soil thrust and
traction, the online estimation of those parameters can help
assessing the robot’s traversability on flat and sloped terrains.
3.3.1 Online soil parameters estimation
Iagnemma et al. presented in [32] an algorithm that allows a
mobile robot to estimate the parameters c and φ of the soil it is
traversing. The algorithm uses piecewise linearisation of the
normal and shear stress distribution along the contact line
between a rigid wheel and a deformable soil (see Fig. 5), and
relies on the estimation or measurement of the following pa-
rameters (see  Table 2 ): W (Vertical load), T (Wheel Torque), z
(Sinkage), ω (Wheel angular speed), and V (Wheel linear ve-
locity). A linear-least squares estimator is applied to compute
the soil parameters in real-time and in a computationally effi-
cient manner. Based on a similar simplification of stress distri-
butions Shibly et al. [33] included c and φ in the equations to
estimate on-line the drawbar pull and torque on a wheel, based
on the same parameters presented in Table 2 .
TABLE 2:  Parameters and Estimation Methods Used in [32]
to Calculate c and φ On-Line.
Fig. 5  Simplified terramechanic analysis of the interaction between
a rigid wheel and deformable soil during driving action.
Parameter  Estimation Method
W  Quasi-static force analysis
T  Current sent to the motors
Sinkage  2D Vison-based methods (e.g. [34])
ω  Wheel encoders
V  Vision Odometry
3.3.2 Mobility Analysis
The mobility performance of a robot on a particular terrain is
directly related to soil parameters such as c and φ. It is, how-
ever, a fact that soil parameters in natural terrains can signifi-
cantly vary from one terrain patch to another (see [35] for some
of Karl Terzhagi’s insights about this fact). Such uncertainties
were addressed statistically by Kewlani et al. [36] in order to
predict the mobility performance of a vehicle. Uncertain
parameters such as c are expressed as random variables
c = µc + υcξ, where µc represents the mean, υc the standard
deviation, and ξ is a standard random variable. While Monte
Carlo-based (MC) methods [37] are commonly used for esti-
mating the probability density function of a system’s output
response from known or estimated input distributions, their
high computational requirements makes them inadequate for
on-board planetary rover terrain assessment. For that reason
the authors presented a different approach based on the
Stochastic Response Surface Method (SRSM) [38], where the
particular example of a rover assessing the feasibility of tra-
versing a small hill, based on the terrain type and initial speed is
presented. The proposed method assumes that terrain classifi-
cation functionalities are available together with some engi-
neering estimates of known terrains’ parameters. Those esti-
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mates could be, for instance, the calculated values for c and f
based on their on-line estimation as presented by Iagnemma et
al. in [32]. The reported results are similar in accuracy to MC
methods, but up to several orders of magnitude faster.
Slip is a measure of the difference between the expected and
the actual vehicle’s speed, and its value is directly related to its
mobility performance. Mathematically, the normalised slip (s)
can be defined as
= 1 vs
w r
− ⋅ (3)
where v is the wheel forward velocity, r is the wheel radius, and
w is the wheel angular velocity. High levels of forward slip can
significantly slow down (or even prevent) the progress of the
rover, while slip along the wheel axes can change the rover’s
heading. Some terrains are inherently more slippery than others
(e.g. dry sand vs. asphalt), but the actual slip registered while
traversing a particular soil depends also on a number of other
factors related to the vehicle itself. Thus, slip needs to be
estimated on-line, and in order to do so, a robust method of
measuring the actual vehicles speed v is required. Visual
Odometry, originally developed by Larry Matthies in [39], is a
system that computes an update to the rover’s 6-DOF pose (x,
y, z, roll, pitch, yaw) by tracking the motion of “interesting”
terrain features between two pairs of stereo images in both 2D
pixel coordinates and 3D world coordinates. This method has
been implemented in the MER rovers for slip compensation
(e.g. [1, 40]). The combination of wheel encoder measurements
and Visual Odometry, has become a standard way of online slip
calculation. There are however other approaches to slip estima-
tion that rely entirely on proprioceptive sensors, such as the one
proposed by Ojeda et al. in [41], where slip percentage is
calculated based on motor current measurements.
3.3.3 Terrain Classification
Ojeda et al. present in [42] a method for characterising terrains
based on Motor Current vs. Rate of Turn (MCR) curves, which
could be suitable for real-time implementation in small skid-
steer rovers. The idea is to provide the robot with varying-
frequency sinusoidal rates of turn commands and characteris-
ing the terrain based on the resulting MCR curves. Although
some terrains can be clearly differentiated by the curves them-
selves, there are cases where the curves overlap and further
processing is needed. In such cases, the analysis of noise levels
in the curves, as measured by current variance, and rate of turn
differences between wheel encoders and Z-axis gyroscope is
used as differentiating factors. The sensors required in this
approach (such as gyros, wheel encoders and current sensors)
are standard in planetary rovers.
Another contact-based approach to terrain analysis is to use
the vibration signatures produced by the vehicle while travers-
ing different terrains, typically measured using an accelerom-
eter mounted on the rover structure. The raw sequences of
acceleration data are first divided into short segments and then
processed in order to extract distinctive features that can be
used for classification. Brooks and Iagnemman [43] calculate
the power spectral density (PSD) of each segment and use a log
scaling of the power spectral magnitude to reduce the dominat-
ing effect of high-magnitude frequency components.
Dimensionality is reduced by principal component analysis
(PCA) while Fisher linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is used
to train pairwise classifiers. During on-line classification, each
pairwise classifier uses the Mahalanobis distances (from the
new feature vector to the two terrains classes means) in order to
label the new terrain. To accommodate the classification of
more than two terrains, a voting scheme between each pairwise
classifier is used. Sadhukhan [44] obtains feature vectors con-
sisting on a 128-point Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of each
acceleration segment, and uses them to train a Probabilistic
Neural Network (PNN) for terrain type classification. Weiss et
al. [45] proposes a different strategy, where eight features are
extracted from the acceleration segment, namely standard de-
viation, max, min, norm, mean, autocorrelation, number of sign
changes and number of traverses over the mean. This feature
vector has much lower dimensionality than PSD and FFT fea-
ture vectors, and it is computed faster. A SVM is trained to
classify the terrain type based on the extracted features.
Collins and Coyle argue in [46] about the limitations that
terrain-dependent vehicle reaction methods (e.g. vibration meas-
urement, current responses, etc.) and vision-based approaches
present in the classification of terrains for UGVs. Response-
based methods yield poor results when driving speeds signifi-
cantly differ from the training ones. Using the single-wheel
model presented in Fig. 6, the authors show that at two different
speeds 1 1 2 2( = ) ( = )v r v rω ω≠ , produce different vibration re-
sponses. Multiple terrain traversals, (i.e. the case when not all
wheels are on the same type of terrain) are also difficult to
handle in current response-based methods. Collins and Coyle
then propose a response-based method called Terrain Input
Classification to solve the issue of speed dependency and
multiple terrain traversal, which only requires knowledge of the
vibration transfer function of the UGV.
The traversal-speed dependency of vibration-based terrain
classification methods is also studied by DuPont et al. [47]. In
this work, PCA is applied to transform the set of frequency
domain features from the terrain-induced vibration signatures
at various speeds to a subspace that removes the correlation of
speeds from the terrain signatures. Terrain class identification
is done by applying a Probability Neural Network to the fea-
tures of the test terrain projected onto the eigenspace. Test are
conducted at two different speeds in three different terrains,
namely gravel, grass and asphalt. The results show that the
combination of PCA and PNN improved the terrain classifica-
tion results with respect to PCA or PNN classification alone.
However, since correlation only refers to second order statis-
tics, the speed dependency of the vibration signature is not fully
removed.
3.4 Scientific Interest Analysis
The communication constraints between planetary explorers
and Earth limits the amount of scientific data that can be
periodically returned to ground control. Autonomous scien-
tific assessment is an emerging application of terrain assess-
ment whose objective is to assess the terrain with respect to
scientific goals, taking proper actions when a scientifically
interesting site is discovered (e.g. de-tour from the original
path to further analyse a candidate target), and sending
labelled relevant scientific data back to Earth. Thompson et
al. [48] presented an autonomous geologic profiling method
based on rock distribution, color and geometric information
that would allow an en-route planetary rover to categorise
detected rocks into geologic classes. Following a similar
philosophy, Woods et al. [49] proposed to address oppor-
tunistic field science offering support for automated data-
gathering functions. Base on this approach, a robotic ex-
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plorer moving from a scientific site to another can autono-
mously select which data to sample and send to Earth based
on its scientific value. The scientific interest of different
areas is assessed using the Scientific Value Score system
presented in [49], which rely on features such as structure
and texture, and on rules given by the science team. In terms
of scientific schedule, the system behaves as if navigating
“blindly” from a scientific point of view, i.e. without chang-
ing its trajectory to further analyse the scientific data dis-
covered en-route (see Fig. 7). In this way, scientist on Earth
would receive a less but more valuable data. The system is
targeted to run on rover platforms and environments similar
to European Space Agency’s (ESA) ExoMars mission. Woods
et al. reported in [50] the results of an Image and Localisa-
tion Package (ILP), for a free-flying Martian balloon. The
ILP implements an Image Richness Index (IRI) to determine
the transmission priority that should be given to the acquired
images in order to ensure that those of higher interest are not
lost in case of transmission restrictions between the aerobot
and the orbiter. In the proposed approach, scientist define a
set of interest features at two levels. The first level corre-
sponds to significant geomorphological features such as im-
pact craters, channels, volcanos, dunes, etc. The second
level includes differential features such as cross-bedding.
The system focusses on primary features in order to generate
a gross assessment of an individual area. Key morphological
first level features are gradient and terrain curvatures, which
can be obtained from the first and second derivatives of the
DEM.
3.5 Offline: Semantic Mapping
UGVs often use terrain assessment results for autonomous
navigation. The sensor data extracted on-line could be post-
processed to obtain semantic and symbolic representations
more suitable for human analysis. For instance, some mobile
robotic systems provide certain level of semantic support by
back-projecting classified terrain patches (and other terrain
properties) into the images taken during their traversal (e.g. [9,
14, 21, 51]). If the classification is accurate enough, this infor-
mation could be used for generating a map of the traversed area
richer in semantic information.
Lalonde et al. [11] proposed an off-line method for extend-
ing the semantic and symbolic analysis of the terrain to reflect
3D formations. The method consists of fitting geometric primi-
tives to the different features extracted, allowing a compact and
accurate representation of the environment that preserves the
geometric and semantic properties of the scene.
4. MULTI-SENSORY DATA FUSION
Data fusion exploits the synergy offered by the information
originating from various sources. This synergy can help obtain-
ing more accurate and robust estimations of different terrain
properties. In this section, some commonly used data fusion
techniques for planetary and off-road terrain assessment are
reviewed.
4.1 Fuzzy Inference
 Autonomous navigation systems have to deal with imprecise
information (e.g. sensor measurements) and uncertainty (e.g.
knowledge about the environment). Fuzzy logic provides a
flexible way to find nonlinear mappings. Furthermore, uncer-
tainty is intrinsically modelled in a fuzzy system, thus boosting
up its robustness. Two commonly used fuzzy inference systems
are Mamdani-type [52] and Takagi-Sugeno-type [53]. The first
one benefits from the very intuitive concept of linguistic vari-
ables (e.g. Roughness) and linguistic values (e.g. Smooth),
which can be used in both the antecedent (IF) and the conse-
quence (THEN) parts, whereas the second fuzzy strategy de-
parts from the linguistic approach and uses mathematical func-
tions (typically linear) as consequences.
A Takagi-Sugeno model is used by Woods et al. [50] to infer
the science richness index of a terrain section in order to asses
its scientific interest. Initially, the system is presented with data
manually labelled by experts. During the training phase the
system tries to capture the experts views as a non-linear map-
ping between terrain features and scientific interest.
The linguistic nature of Mamdani systems are particularly
suited for knowledge transfer between human experts and com-
puter systems, and have been proposed for a variety of control
and inference tasks in space applications. Howard and Seraji
[20] and Tunstel et al. [25] developed an approach where the
complete health and safety, and navigation modules of a plan-
etary rover were designed based on Mamdani fuzzy inference
and control. For instance, stable attitude control is achieved by
fusing pitch and roll fuzzified sensor data, with the estimated
traction coefficient in order to infer a recommended safe driv-
ing speed. Fuzzy traversability assessment is also proposed in
these works. In particular, Howard and Seraji [20] developed a
traversability index, which is the result of fusing four fuzzified
terrain features, namely roughness, slope, discontinuity, and
hardness. On a similar fashion, Gu et al. [54] presented a fuzzy
framework to extract traversability indices from three terrain
characteristics, namely height difference, slope and roughness,
calculated from a 2.5D grid map representation of the local
terrain. Fuzzy data fusion has also been proposed for safe
Fig. 6  Single wheel model and transfer function used by [46] to
show that the vibration signatures measured on the vehicle are
not only terrain, but also traversal speed dependent.
Fig. 7  Opportunistic field science maintaining scientific schedule.
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landing site selection. In [15] Howard and Seraji presented an
approach where the data from each range sensor (i.e. lidar,
radar and camera) is independently analysed to obtain a fuzzy
Terrain Hazard Map (THM) based on the inferred linguistic
value of the terrain slope and roughness. During this analysis, a
Confidence Map is also generated, which expresses the cer-
tainty of the values assigned to the different areas of the THM
based on the sensor operating parameters (see Fig. 8). Finally,
the individual THMs and Confidence Maps are combined us-
ing linguistic fuzzy rules in order to select the safest landing
area. A linguistic fuzzy reasoning engine for landing site selec-
tion was also presented by Serrano and Seraji in [16]. The
inference was based on three key parameters: terrain safety,
fuel consumption and scientific return. Additional fuzzy rule-
sets are used to address spatial and temporal dependence in the
reasoning process.
4.2 Support Vector Machines
SVM [55] is a well-known machine learning tool for regression
and classification that has been used in autonomous terrain
assessment methods for single-sensor data classification (e.g.
[45], [13]) and multi-sensor data classification. As an example
of the latter, Halatci et al. [56] used SVM classifiers for local
terrain identification, fusing appearance features (mean RGB
color) and vibration signatures.
4.3 Artificial Neural Networks and Probabilistic Methods
Artificial Neural Networks are well suited for non-linear func-
tion approximation and therefore are theoretically capable,
subject to proper training, of performing complex classifica-
tion, data fusion and inference tasks. In Rasmussen [17], geo-
metric features extracted from a lidar are combined with tex-
ture cues and color features in order to infer a binary terrain
class (road, non-road). The fusion is done using an ANN trained
with back-propagation and tansig activation functions. The
training vectors corresponded to manually marked road re-
gions. Halatci et al. [56] presented a high level naive Bayes
classifier to merge the result from low level, single feature
classifiers (color, texture, range and vibration). In this work,
the fusion class space was manually grouped into a lower-
dimensional space of physically meaningful terrain classes based
on physical class knowledge of the Mars surface. A naive Bayes
classifier was also used by Brooks and Iagnemma [13] to fuse
vision-based (i.e. geometric and appearance) terrain informa-
tion for inferring the terrain class. Thompson et al. [48] used a
manually trained Bayesian belief network to infer, based on
geometric an appearance features, the probability of a terrain
region being a rock.
5. LONG-RANGE TERRAIN
ASSESSMENT VIA LEARNING
Many terrain assessment and path planning approaches pro-
posed in the literature are capable of avoiding local geomet-
ric hazards such as rocks, steep slopes, rough terrains, etc.
Learning to identify remote hazards and other terrain param-
eters in-situ however, is a relatively new area of research,
whose results will be of clear relevance for future planetary
ground exploration missions. A common approach for train-
ing the robot to remotely extract terrain information is near-
to-far learning, which involves learning a mapping between
some local terrain parameters that the robot has good access
to (e.g. geometric information, color, texture, vibration sig-
nature), and certain characteristics of a distant terrain area.
These characteristics could be roughly divided into two
groups, namely terrain class (e.g. traversable/non-travers-
able, type, etc.) and terrain traversability parameters, such
as slip and roughness.
Bajracharya et al. [9] proposed a self-supervised method
for learning (using a linear SVM) to binary classify long-
range terrain areas as either traversable or non-traversable.
The method consists of mapping the traversability of the
local terrain (based on its geometry), with long-range terrain
images (as in Fig. 9a). The local terrain traversability classi-
fier is learnt previously in a supervised fashion, with an
operator informing the vehicle that the terrain it is about to
drive thorough is not traversable.
In [13], Brooks and Iagnemma presented a vibration-
based local classifier (trained off-line) for supervising a
longer range visual classifier. The objective is to remotely
identify non-geometric hazards based on the terrain type.
Two methods are proposed for training the vision-based
classifier, namely local and remote. If the training is local,
the terrain traversed by the rover is classified based on its
vibration signatures, and paired with the images taken from
a belly-mounted camera. Similar terrain images matched
from distant terrain areas would be assumed to belong to the
previously vibration-based classified terrain class. In the
case of remote training, a remote image is taken and stored.
Using stereo navigation, the rover drives to the location of
the remote image and classifies the terrain patch by its
vibration signature. Then, a mapping between the range
terrain image and its vibration-based classification (as in
Fig. 9b) is learned.
Hadsell et al. [10] presented a self-supervised learning
method for classifying complex terrain traversability at dis-
Fig. 8  Example of Terrain
Hazard and Confidence
Maps. The fuzzy values are
updated in real-time during
the descent of the spacecraft.
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tances up to the horizon, thus allowing high-level strategic
planning. The long-range terrain classifier is trained on-line on
every frame received, being supervised by the stereo module
(as in Fig. 9a) that provides labels for nearby terrain areas (up
to 12 m.). On-line training is based on minimizing the Kullback-
Leibler divergence (a function of the probability that a sample
belongs to a particular class calculated from the stereo labels
and the classifier’s output), utilising a stochastic gradient de-
scent method.
Terrain-vehicle interaction parameters can have a strong
influence in a planetary rover’s mobility and safety. Angelova
et al. [14] presented a method for estimating the slip of remote
terrain patches within the range of the rover’s stereo vision, in
order to preemptively avoid dangerous or unsuitable terrains.
The approach consists of learning a mapping between visual
and geometric information, and the measured slip from previ-
ous traversals (as in Fig. 9c). This is mathematically modelled
as
[ ]( | ) = ( | , ) = ( | ) ( | , )Tf S I f S A G P T A f S T G∑ (4)
where S is the slip, T is a particular terrain type and I is the
information extracted from an image, i.e. appearance (A)
and geometry (G). A set of nonlinear regression functions
obtained for different terrain types are learned in order to
model f(S| T, G). Therefore, the method can be trained in
three steps: 1) Local slip calculation using data from wheel
encoders and Visual Odometry; and 2) P(T | A) is obtained
using appearance-based terrain classification, as described
in Section 3.2. The terrain classifier is learnt a priory and the
number of terrain classes is fixed; 3) The mapping between
the slip and the geometry for each particular terrain f(S| T,
G) is learnt using non-linear regression with radial-based
functions.
Roughness is an important factor in the assessment of the
traversability of remote terrain areas. Rough terrains can have
various negative effects on planetary rovers, such as reducing
the reliability of electrical and mechanical systems, increasing
the localisation error and making maneuvers more complex.
Furthermore, traversing rough terrains would typically require
the vehicle to reduce its speed. A self-supervised learning
method for training a terrain roughness predictor using laser
range data was presented by Stavens and Thrun [57]. The
purpose of this work, is not to estimate the roughness beyond
the range of the lidar, but to decrease the measurement errors
obtained while driving at certain speed on non-flat surfaces,
which at distances close to the lidar’s range can result in the
creation of artificial obstacles. Current planetary robotic sys-
tems navigate using stereo data taken at rest, hence avoiding
this problem. Future missions however, will have more sophis-
ticated hardware and algorithms that will allow the robots to
assess the terrain while in motion, and therefore this issue will
probably have to be addressed.
6. CONCLUSION AND REMARKS
As has been shown, autonomous terrain assessment is a key
function for many robotic platforms particularly in space
exploration applications. It supports navigation and opera-
tional planning tasks, and allows for a more intelligent and
economic transmission of information to Earth. In order to
conclude this review, we present some final remarks regard-
ing issues, techniques and actions that we think could ben-
efit the field.
• There is a significant amount of research proposed for
planetary rovers that is tested and validated using standard
off-road rover vehicles such as the LAGR platform. The
difference in architecture and processing power between
these vehicles and actual planetary rovers makes the
presented research findings not applicable to space
missions in the near future.
• It is difficult to make a performance comparison of the
methods presented by different researchers. The results
described in the literature are obtained with different
robotic platforms traversing different soils under different
conditions. Consequently, the definition of a standardised
platform and terrain benchmark for terrain assessment
would allow to obtain fair comparisons between different
techniques, hence helping the development of the field.
This idea could be also extended to produce a standarised
simulation environment.
• Uncertainty is an intrinsic factor in autonomous terrain
assessment that has been typically dealt with probabilistic
and fuzzy logic methods. The Dempster-Shafer theory
of evidence [58] addresses this issue in a different way.
It can be seen as a generalisation of Bayesian Theory to
support not only single (mutually exclusive) hypothesis,
but also union of hypothesis. In that way it allows to
account for a general level of uncertainty, which could
result in a new generation of terrain assessment
algorithms.
• Different spatial image processing techniques for terrain
assessment have been extensively studied, but little
attention has been given in this field to image processing
in the frequency domain. The latter one can be a promising
approach by itself or combined with standard techniques.
Fig. 9  Learning process based on discovering mappings between terrain properties at different ranges.
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